Motivated by the application of scheduling a sequence of locks along a waterway, we consider a scheduling problem where multiple parallel batching machines are arranged in a sequence and process jobs that travel along this sequence. We investigate the computational complexity of this problem. More specifically, we show that minimizing the sum of completion times is strongly NP-hard, even for two identical machines and when all jobs travel in the same direction. A second NP-hardness result is obtained for a different special case where jobs all travel at an identical speed. Additionally, we introduce a class of socalled synchronized schedules and investigate special cases where the existence of an optimum solution which is synchronized can be guaranteed. Finally, we reinforce the claim that bidirectional travel contributes fundamentally to the computational complexity of this problem by describing a polynomial time procedure for a setting with identical machines and where all jobs travel in the same direction at equal speed.
Introduction
Consider the following problem. Given is a set of M ≡ {1, 2, . . . , m} linearly ordered machines, each machine i ∈ M being located at a given position x i . Distances between machines follow from their position, e.g. the distance between machines i, k ∈ M equals |x i − x k |. Each machine i ∈ M is a parallel batching machine with capacity B i , i.e. each machine is capable of processing up to B i jobs simultaneously, processing a set of jobs takes T i time units. Also given is a set of jobs J ≡ {1, 2, . . . , n}; each job j ∈ J is characterized by a release time r j , a travelling speed v j , a starting machine s j ∈ M, and an ending machine e j ∈ M.
In addition, if for some job j ∈ J , s j = e j , then a parameter called direction is specified, with dir j ∈ {left, right}. If, for job j ∈ J , s j < e j , job j is called right-travelling. If, for job j ∈ J , s j > e j , job j is called left-travelling. For the jobs where s j = e j , the direction 'left' or 'right' specifies whether the job is left-travelling or right-travelling, respectively. It follows that the set of jobs can be partitioned into two subsets R and L containing all right-travelling jobs and all left-travelling jobs, respectively. Clearly, we have J = L ∪ R and L ∩ R = ∅. A right-travelling job j must be processed by machines s j , s j + 1, . . . , e j in that order, while a left-travelling job j ∈ J must be processed by machines s j , s j − 1, . . . , e j in that order. Table 1 specifies the input data for an example instance; the corresponding layout of machines and the trajectory of the jobs is visualized in Fig. 1 . We say that a job j ∈ J is completed when it has been processed by its ending machine e j ; we refer to this moment as the completion time C j of job j. (Clearly, C j is not a parameter in this problem, instead C j follows from a solution.) Each job j ∈ J travels with speed v j between consecutive machines. The travel time required for a job j to travel between two consecutive machines i and i thus equals |x i −x i | /v j . There is a restriction on the set of jobs that can be processed simultaneously by any of the machines: no two jobs of different direction can be in the same batch. In other words, each batch must consist of only right-travelling jobs, or only left-travelling jobs; for convenience, we, respectively, Fig. 1 Visualization of the machine layout and job trajectories for the instance described in Table 1 Machine 1
Machine 2 refer to such batches as right-travelling or left-travelling. Finally, once a machine has processed a set of jobs, it is immediately available to process a set of jobs travelling in the opposite direction. However, two batches containing jobs of the same direction must be separated by at least T i time units. More precisely, for any machine i ∈ M, when considering two batches processing jobs with the same direction, their starting times should be at least 2T i time units apart. We call this property the separation property; the absence of this property pertains to the situation where each machine is directly available to process any batch after a previous batch has finished processing. Our goal is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes total flow time. We say that a job waits, or incurs waiting time, if it is not being processed by a machine, nor travelling between two machines. Since the values r j , v j , and the distance between the machines are fixed, it is clear that minimizing the total flow time is equivalent to minimizing the total waiting time and to minimizing the sum of completion times.
More precisely, we must specify -for each machine at which moments in time the machine must start processing a batch, and -the composition of each batch.
These moments in time, as well as the composition of the batches, must be such that each job j ∈ J is processed by machines s j , . . . , e j in that order, and must be consistent with the given speeds and release times of the jobs; finally, j∈J (C j − r j ) should be minimum. We will refer Table 1 to this problem as SPBM. The question in the corresponding decision-variant of SPBM asks whether there exists a solution with a total waiting time no more than a predefined value W ; we refer to this decision problem as dec-SPBM. In case all jobs travel in the same direction, the resulting special case is called uni-directional SPBM. When categorizing the SPBM problem, it becomes clear that this is not a 'clean' flow shop problem. Although there is quite a bit of structure in the set of machines that a job must visit, it is not true that each job visits the same set of machines in the same order. Even in the uni-directional case, not every job needs to be processed by the same machines; this remains true in the case of only two machines.
We represent an instance and a solution as illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows a solution for the instance specified in Table 1 . Such representations, referred to as time-distance 123 diagrams, are commonly used in the context of transportation, for example to track the movement of trains. As will be discussed in Sect. 1.1, our practical motivation underlying the SPBM problem also stems from transportation scheduling. In the figure, time passes from left to right and the vertical axis denotes the progress of a job j along its trajectory from s j to e j . Note that each machine, although located at a single coordinate, is represented by two separated horizontal lines, so that the processing of a batch on a machine i can be visualized as a tilted line where the horizontal component has a length equal to the processing time T i . Each release time of a job is marked with an 'X'. The dashed lines correspond to a job travelling in between the machines, whereas solid lines correspond to the processing on the machines. Note that the dashed lines may intersect, i.e. jobs may overtake each other in between machines due to a difference in speed. On a machine, however, the batches may not overlap, although a batch may consist of multiple jobs on the condition that the machine capacity B i is not exceeded. Further, the dotted lines correspond to the idle time interval required by the separation property in the event that a machine processes two consecutive batches containing jobs that travel in the same direction.
In Fig. 2 , lines are labelled with the job to which they correspond. Recall that specifying a solution entails specifying the composition of each batch. Indeed, given the starting times of all batches and their corresponding direction, different solutions may still result from different assignments of jobs to these batches. One straightforward way of obtaining such an assignment is to consider the jobs in the order of their release time and to assign each job j, at each machine m, to the first batch following the time of arrival of job j at machine m for which the capacity bound B m is not exceeded. Clearly, we can restrict ourselves to solutions where each job, immediately upon being processed by a machine, starts to travel immediately towards the next machine in its trajectory. In what follows, we will omit the labels whenever this straightforward assignment is implied. Note, however, that this assignment need not be optimal in general. Indeed, in the solution shown in Fig. 2 , job 6 is processed on machine 1 before job 4; it can be verified that processing job 4 first, as would be the case with the straightforward assignment, yields a solution with a larger total waiting time. Table 2 summarizes the completion time, flow time, and waiting time for the solution shown in Fig. 2 . Recall that these three objective functions are equivalent since they differ by a constant.
Motivation and related literature
The introduction above phrases, in machine scheduling terminology, the situation that arises when operating a series of locks along a river or a canal. Figure 3 shows a single 
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Different methods to solve the scheduling problem for locks in sequence have been proposed in the literature. Petersen and Taylor (1988) describe a problem setting for a sequence of 8 locks on the Welland Canal where batch processing is not possible, i.e. where B i = 1 for all i ∈ M, and present a heuristic based on a dynamic programming algorithm for the single lock setting. Smith et al. (2009) considered a similar problem setting for a sequence of 29 locks on the Upper Mississippi River; they introduce a simulation model in order to evaluate the impact of operating policies and proposed infrastructural investments. Maximizing the throughput through a network of waterways is considered by Righini (2016) , who models this setting as a multicommodity flow problem while enforcing an upper bound on the throughput of locks, although making abstraction of the detailed lock operation schedules. Prandtstetter et al. (2015) give a formal definition for a problem involving the scheduling of a sequence of locks consisting of independent lock chambers and present a variable neighbourhood search procedure in order to obtain heuristic solutions.
While exact methods for the scheduling of a single lock have been proposed, see, e.g. Passchyn et al. (2016b) , Verstichel et al. (2013) , Smith et al. (2011) , literature on exact methods for the integrated scheduling of a sequence of locks has remained scarce. Verstichel and Vanden Berghe (2016) identify this problem setting as an interesting direction for additional research, and mention the concept of so-called green waves, which can be seen as similar to the operation of traffic lights along important highways. In such an approach, the goal is to synchronize the operation of locks, meaning that each ship, upon exiting a lock, travels immediately towards the next lock and reaches it at a time where it is immediately available to start a lockage. Thus, in such a system, a ship incurs no waiting time after being served by the first lock it encounters. In Sect. 3, we give a rigorous treatment of synchronized solutions. Passchyn et al. (2016a) present and compare different mixed integer programming models that allow to minimize the total flow time for ships passing through locks while taking ship speed and emissions into account.
A related setting in the context of waterways is the scheduling of bidirectional traffic along a narrow river or canal, where a limited number of wider segments is available for the crossing of ships that travel in opposite directions or for the overtaking of ships that travel in the same direction. The complexity of the problem to minimize total waiting time for this setting is settled by Disser et al. (2015) . We note that the results obtained by Disser et al. (2015) do not immediately extend to our setting for the scheduling of locks. One attempt to connect the two problems is to see the narrow canal sections in their problem setting as machines and the widened sections as the distance separating adjacent machines. A notable difference is then that in the SPBM setting, each machine must return to its initial position in between the processing of two jobs that travel in the same direction, i.e. the separation property must be satisfied. A narrow canal section, in contrast, is immediately available for jobs travelling in either direction. Another difference is that, in the SPBM setting, each job is allowed to overtake any other job, while both jobs are travelling.
A different problem related to SPBM concerns the flow of communication. Antoniadis et al. (2014) describe a problem concerning packet forwarding along a line network; in this setting, batch processing and the separation property are absent, and all packets travel from left to right. An online problem setting is considered and, for the objectives of minimizing total flow time and minimizing maximum flow time, a competitive analysis indicates bounds on the performance of different packet forwarding policies, with and without speed augmentation. Adler et al. (1998) consider the scheduling of messages to be routed across a line network. They show that maximizing the number of on-time messages is NP-hard. We point out that a notable difference with SPBM lies in the assumption that a machine can, in the network setting, simultaneously process jobs travelling in opposite directions. Further, the existence of deadlines may result in packets being dropped once their deadline is exceeded.
SPBM also resembles the well-known flow shop problem. A paper that is intimately related to a special case of SPBM is Brucker et al. (2004) . They consider a traditional flow shop with two machines and arbitrary transportation times for a job. This situation is quite close to the special case of SPBM if we take (i) the uni-directional special case, (ii) m = 2, (iii) B 1 = B 2 = 1, and (iv) s j = 1, e j = 2 for each j ∈ J . However, due to the absence of the separation property in Brucker et al. (2004) , it is not clear how the hardness of their flow shop problem carries over to SPBM. Moreover, we are interested in machines that are parallel batching machines, i.e. machines that have capacity B i > 1.
A large body of related literature also exists on the scheduling of a single-track railway line with a limited number of segments or stations where overtaking is allowed. An early paper on this topic was presented by Frank (1966) ; since then, many papers have studied integer programming models and heuristics for this problem setting. While the single-track railway scheduling problem shows similarities to SPBM, a number of differences appear. First, a machine may serve multiple jobs simultaneously. Secondly, in SPBM, travel time follows from the distance between machines; in the railway setting, such a section corresponds to a single-track segment, which requires a train to stand still and incur waiting time in order to allow overtaking. Gafarov et al. (2015) prove NPhardness for such a single-track railway problem. In their problem setting, each of the trains has a due date, so that the overtaking of trains may in fact be required, and the hardness result follows in part from the underlying sequencing problem.
Results on the generalization of the flow shop problem to a bidirectional processing order are scarce. One setting where this variant is considered is presented by Zhao et al. (2009) ; they consider a sequence of operations for a container loading and unloading problem. A bidirectional flow shop problem with additional constraints on the processing order is described, and the authors present integer programming formulations as well as a heuristic procedure based on a relaxation of the original problem.
Our results
SPBM is, in its generality, a difficult problem to solve. We analyse the complexity of SPBM for various special cases. The following options are considered: an arbitrary number of machines versus two machines, uni-directional versus bidirectional, and arbitrary speeds versus identical speeds. Our results are the following:
-We prove that SPBM is NP-hard even for m = 2 and in the uni-directional case where all jobs are processed by both machines. This result can be seen as the analogue of the result by Brucker et al. (2004) with unbounded capacity and with enforcement of the separation property. Further, we show that SPBM is NP-hard in the bidirectional setting, even if v j = v for all j ∈ J (Sect. 2). -We discuss a class of solutions which satisfy particular properties: so-called synchronized solutions. For a number of special cases, we investigate whether the existence of an optimum synchronized solution can be guaranteed. (Sect. 3) -Finally, we prove that the uni-directional SPBM with v j = v for all j ∈ J and with a common machine can be solved in polynomial time (Sect. 4).
Hardness results
We prove that SPBM is strongly NP-hard. In fact, we provide a reduction that implies strong NP-hardness for a more restricted uni-directional setting. The precise result is as follows. For the proof, which also consists of a reduction from MAX CUT but which requires a significantly more involved construction, we refer to 'Appendix B'.
The results above indicate that finding an optimum solution for larger instances of the general SPBM problem is likely unrealistic. This, however, need not prevent the existence of polynomial time algorithms for special cases of the general SPBM problem. In the following section, we identify schedules with a specific structure that may guide the search for such algorithms. In Sect. 4, this structure is then used to present a polynomial time algorithm for a uni-directional special case.
Synchronized solutions
In this section, we introduce a class of solutions that posses a specific property: so-called synchronized solutions. We discuss a special case of SPBM involving two machines and show that in this special case the existence of an optimal solution which is synchronized is guaranteed. We also show by means of different examples that the existence of an optimum solution which is synchronized does not extend to generalizations of this two-machine setting.
We begin by stating the definition of a synchronized solution.
Definition 1 A solution to SPBM is synchronized if each job j ∈ J only incurs waiting time before being processed in a batch by its arrival machine s j .
Observe that if a solution is synchronized, it follows that each job j ∈ R (respectively, j ∈ L), after having been served by a machine m < e j (respectively, m > e j ), travels to machine m+1 (respectively, m−1) and immediately enters a batch starting on machine m + 1 (m − 1) without incurring any waiting time. Figure 4 illustrates this definition; the input data corresponding to the instance shown in the figure are listed in Table 3 .
Note that synchronized solutions correspond to so-called green waves in traffic scheduling; for example, when scheduling a series of traffic lights along an important road, it makes sense to adjust the timing of the lights so that once a car meets a first green light, it can keep travelling at the indicated maximum speed and arrive at all following traffic lights without encountering any red lights. When considering our bidirectional setting, a crucial difference with the scheduling
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Author's personal copy Table 3 . The dotted lines correspond to the separation property of traffic lights appears: a green light simultaneously serves cars going in either direction, whereas a machine cannot.
Synchronized solutions for two machines
We now consider a special case of SPBM featuring two identical machines with processing time T . The travel distance between the machines is equal to zero (or, equivalently, the travel time is considered negligible) and each job must pass both machines. We consider the bidirectional setting. be an instance of the stated problem. We call the machines in this instance machine 1 and machine 2, with machine 2 positioned to the right of machine 1. Further, we index the batches scheduled on machine 1 by their starting time.
Consider an arbitrary optimum solution O. Clearly, in an optimum solution, each non-empty right-travelling (lefttravelling) batch is first processed by machine 1 (2), and then by machine 2 (1). For convenience, we restrict ourselves to solutions where all odd-numbered batches on machine 1 are right-travelling, all even-numbered batches on machine 1 are left-travelling, and where every idle period between consecutive batches on machine 1 has a duration strictly smaller than 2T . Notice that any feasible solution is easily modified so that it satisfies these requirements, without increasing the total waiting time. Indeed, empty batches can be scheduled to start where needed since the separation property enforces that a machine remains idle for at least T time units in between subsequent batches that process jobs travelling in the same direction.
Now consider all odd-numbered batches i of machine 1 and their subsequent batch i +1. Let t i and t i+1 be the respective starting time of these batches. Clearly, t i+1 −(t i +T ) ≥ 0, since batch i + 1 cannot start earlier than the completion of batch i. To build the synchronized solution O , we specify the starting times for the corresponding batches on machine 2. We use t i (t i+1 ) to denote the starting time of the righttravelling (left-travelling) batch on machine 2 that processes the jobs in batch i (i + 1). We distinguish the following cases for the starting times of batches i and i + 1 in solution O. Recall that the case where t i+1 − (t i + T ) ≥ 2T does not occur since machine 1 is never idle for a period of 2T time units.
-Case 1: t i+1 − (t i + T ) = 0. This situation is shown in Fig. 6 . We schedule the following batches in solution O . On machine 1, we schedule a right-travelling batch starting at time t i and a left-travelling batch starting at time t i+1 , i.e. we copy the batches i and i + 1 from solution O to O . On machine 2, we schedule a left-travelling batch starting at time t i+1 − T processing all jobs that are processed in batch i + 1, and a right-travelling batch starting at time t i + T processing all jobs that are processed in batch i. Notice that this does not occupy either machine outside of the interval [t i , t i+1 + T ). Also notice that any job served by batch i in solution O leaves machine 2 no later than it does in solution O, and that any job served by batch i + 1 in solution O leaves machine 1 no later than it does in solution O. -Case 2: 0 < t i+1 − (t i + T ) < 2T . If either batch i or batch i + 1 is empty, we may reschedule it so that these two batches are consecutive without increasing the total waiting time. We can then schedule batches on machine 2 as described in Case 1 above. Assume, thus, that both i and i + 1 are non-empty. The starting time of the batches on machine 2 satisfies t i+1 + T ≤ t i+1 and t i ≥ t i + T . Now, if t i < t i+1 , it would mean that t i ≤ t i+1 − T since machine 2 cannot simultaneously process two batches. Then, the above inequalities imply that t i +T ≤ t i+1 −2T which signifies the existence of an idle period with a duration of at least 2T , a contradiction. It follows that t i ≥ t i+1 , which actually means that t i ≥ t i+1 + T .
Consider now the moment t = max (t i + T , t i+1 + T ).
We claim that we have t i = t i+1 = t. Indeed, since O is an optimum solution, it must be the case that the lefttravelling batch i +1 as well as the right-travelling batch i start at time t; this follows from the fact that each of these batches is non-empty, and that starting later than t only increases total waiting time. Thus, we have a situation as depicted in Fig. 7 .
To construct solution O we schedule, on machine 1, a right-travelling batch starting at time t − T and a lefttravelling batch starting at time t. On machine 2, we schedule batches so that no job incurs waiting time in between the two machines, as described in Case 1. Again notice that each job served in either batch i or batch i + 1 leaves its ending machine no later in solution O than it does in solution O, and that neither machine is occupied outside of the interval
For every pair of batches (i, i +1) with i odd, solution O thus consists of an interval [t i , t i+1 +T ) containing the structure in Fig. 6 . It is easily verified that such a solution is synchronized. Furthermore, since the intervals containing these structures do not overlap, solution O is feasible. Finally, since the total waiting time in solution O is not greater than the total waiting time of the solution O by construction, solution O is also optimum.
The proof of Theorem 3 implies that there exists an optimum synchronized solution in which each right-travelling (left-travelling) batch on machine 1 coincides with a simultaneous left-travelling (right-travelling) batch on machine 2. Recall that, since the solution is synchronized, no job waits in between the two machines. Informally stated, given the presence of this structure, the two machines operate as a single entity, both starting their batches at the same moments in time. Thus, when we set the processing time of a single machine to 2T , ignore the direction of a job, and keep all other parameters the same, we have constructed a corresponding single-machine instance. This structure allows us to map each instance of this special case of SPBM to an instance of a single-machine scheduling problem that is addressed in Passchyn et al. (2016b) . This discussion allows us to state the following corollary.
Corollary 1 The special case of SPBM with two identical machines, a travel distance equalling zero, and each job to be processed by both machines, can be solved in polynomial time.
Finally, we note that the proof of Theorem 3 can be seen to hold in two slightly more general settings. If the setting from Theorem 3 is modified so that it features non-identical processing times T 1 and T 2 , the proof remains valid if the machine for which the schedule is copied from solution O to solution O is the machine with the largest processing time. Similarly, if the setting from Theorem 3 is modified so that it features arbitrary capacity bounds B 1 and B 2 , the proof remains valid if the chosen machine is the machine with the smallest capacity. So, the theorem continues to hold either for arbitrary processing times, or arbitrary capacity bounds. We note that it does not hold, however, for both of these extensions at the same time. This will be shown in the following section.
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Synchronized solutions in general
We show that, in general, there may not always exist an optimal solution that is synchronized. There are four conditions formulated in Theorem 3: (i) the machines are identical, (ii) there are two machines, (iii) the travel distance is equal to zero, and (iv) each job is served by each machine, i.e. for all j ∈ R: s j = 1 and e j = 2, and for all j ∈ L: s j = 2 and e j = 1. Each of these conditions is necessary, as shown by the following examples.
Two arbitrary machines
The first generalization we consider is the setting where the two machines are not identical. Let T 1 , T 2 and B 1 , B 2 denote the processing time and the capacity of the two machines, respectively. Consider the instance described in Table 4 and the solution (which is not synchronized) shown in Fig. 8 . The total waiting time in this solution equals 2 time units.
Observe that in any optimum solution, machine 2 starts a left-travelling batch at time 0 containing both jobs, otherwise the total waiting time equals at least 4 time units. Then, since both jobs cannot be served by machine 1 at time 2, there exists no feasible synchronized solution with a waiting time less than 4 time units. We can conclude the following.
Observation 1 In case the two machines are not identical, there exist instances for which no optimum solution is synchronized.
Recall that if either T 1 ≤ T 2 and B 1 ≥ B 2 , or T 1 ≥ T 2 and B 1 ≤ B 2 , i.e. if the 'fastest' machine is also the 'largest' machine, it is easily argued that we can restrict ourselves to solutions where the number of jobs in the machine with the highest capacity never exceeds the capacity of the other machine. We then obtain the setting with distinct processing Table 5 times and equal capacity, for which an optimum synchronized solution exists, as shown in Sect. 3.1.
Three machines
A different generalization extends the problem setting by including a third machine. We show that there may not exist an optimum synchronized solution, even when each job must be served by each of the three machines. Clearly, this result immediately generalizes to any setting with more than three machines. Consider the instance described in Table 5 and the solution shown in Fig. 9 . It is easily verified in Fig. 9 that the shown solution has a total waiting time of 2 time units. It follows that jobs 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 must not incur any waiting time in any optimum solution since the total waiting time would be no less than 3 time units otherwise. In order to obtain a total waiting time of at most 2 time units, it then follows that job 4 must be processed in a batch (denoted by a in the figure) starting immediately upon its arrival. Then, in any synchronized solution, machine 1 starts a left-travelling batch at time 9, so that job 5 incurs a total waiting time of at least 5 time units. Thus, for this instance, no synchronized solution with a total waiting time of at most 2 time units exists.
Observation 2 In case there are three machines, there exist instances for which no optimum solution is synchronized.
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Travel time
We now relax the assumption that the travel time in between the machines is equal to zero. Notice that the speed of jobs then becomes relevant. We show that there may not exist a synchronized schedule which is optimum. Perhaps surprisingly, this result also holds when all jobs travel at the same speed and thus spend the same travel time in between the machines, regardless of their direction of travel. The existence of an optimum solution which is synchronized thus highlights a noteworthy difference between the settings with and without travel time.
Consider the instance described in Table 6 and the feasible solution shown in Fig. 10 . It is easily verified in Fig. 10 that, in the shown solution, job 2 incurs a waiting time of 1 time unit, whereas jobs 1 and 3 incur no waiting time. Also note that this solution is not synchronized, since the waiting time for job 2 occurs in between the machines. The total waiting time in this solution equals 1 time unit. Observe that in any feasible solution with a total waiting time of at most 1 time unit, at least two of the jobs incur no waiting time. Since, in any feasible solution, either job 2 or job 3 has at least one unit of waiting time, we conclude that there are only two cases to consider:
1. Jobs 1 and 2 have no waiting time. It immediately follows that the earliest time at which machine 1 can serve job 3 is time 8, so that the total waiting time in this solution is no less than 3 time units.
2. Jobs 1 and 3 have no waiting time. It is easily verified that, if job 2 enters a left-travelling batch in the time interval [2, 6), the batches required to serve job 2 would overlap with one of the batches serving job 1 or job 3. The earliest time at which job 2 can enter machine 2 so that it incurs no waiting time in between the machines is time 6. The total waiting time of such a solution is then no less than 4 time units.
We conclude that a synchronized schedule for this instance must have a total waiting time of at least 3 time units, while a feasible solution exists with a total waiting time of 1 time unit.
Observation 3 In case the travel time between the two machines is not equal to zero, there exist instances for which no optimum solution is synchronized.
Not all jobs pass both machines
Let us now consider the generalized setting where jobs need not necessarily pass through each of the machines. We again show that there does not always exist an optimum synchronized solution. In fact, this holds even in a more restrictive setting where there is one machine that must serve all jobs; we refer to such a setting as a setting with a 'common machine'. The uni-directional variant of such a common machine setting is discussed in Sect. 4; in this case, it is shown that an optimum synchronized solution exists. Consider the instance described in Table 7 and the feasible solution shown in Fig. 11 . Clearly, the total waiting time in this solution equals 1 time unit. Observe that in any feasible solution with a total waiting time of no more than 1 time unit, at least two of the jobs have no waiting time. Since, in any feasible solution, either job 1 or job 3 has at least one unit of waiting time, we conclude that there are only two cases to consider:
1. Jobs 1 and 2 have no waiting time. It then immediately follows that machine 1 starts a left-travelling batch at time 2, and that job 3 can enter machine 1 no earlier than time 6. Any solution where this is the case thus has a total waiting time no less than 3 time units. 2. Jobs 2 and 3 have no waiting time. It follows that machine 1 processes a left-travelling batch starting at time 3, and machine 2 processes a right-travelling batch starting at time 2. It follows that the earliest time at which job 1 can enter machine 1 in a feasible synchronized solution is thus time 7, so that such a solution has a total waiting time no less than 5 time units.
It follows from the above that any feasible synchronized solution thus has a total waiting time no less than 3 time units.
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Observation 4 In case not all jobs must be served by each of the machines, there exist instances for which no optimum solution is synchronized.
Uni-directional traffic with a common machine
We prove that a uni-directional special case of SPBM can be solved in polynomial time. The problem setting discussed here considers identical machines with infinite capacity and jobs travelling in a single direction at identical speeds. We assume for simplicity that jobs travel at unit speed; it is easily seen that, by modifying the distance between machines, any result for unit speed extends immediately to the setting with arbitrary identical speeds. Jobs may arrive at arbitrary positions, i.e. a job need not be processed by each of the machines. A key difference with the uni-directional variant of the setting from Sect. 2, however, is that we assume the existence of at least one machine that must serve each of the jobs. We refer to this machine as the 'common machine'. That is, there exists a machine m * ∈ M satisfying s j ≤ m * ≤ e j for all jobs j ∈ J . Throughout this section, we assume that all machines are ordered from left to right and that all jobs are right-travelling. The underlying idea of the proposed method for solving a given instance I of the problem setting stated above is as follows.
1. Construct a single-machine instance I that is equivalent to instance I . A formal definition of this equivalence relationship will be given below. 2. Solve this single-machine instance to optimality, for example by using a dynamic programming algorithm described by Passchyn et al. (2016b) . 3. Extend the obtained solution to a synchronized solution for the original instance I .
We prove that this procedure yields an optimal schedule for the original instance. In the following, we describe these steps in detail and argue that the obtained solution has minimum total waiting time. Proof Given an instance I , we obtain an equivalent singlemachine instance I as follows. Let the processing time of the machines in I be equal to T . In instance I , we have a single machine with processing time T and infinite capacity. Let the set of jobs in I be empty initially. For each job j in I , we create a right-travelling job arriving at the machine. The release time r j of this job in the single-machine instance is equal to r j minus the time needed to travel without any waiting time from the left-hand side of the first machine in I to the left-hand side of machine s j :
This defines instance I . Informally, a release time r j is thus 'traced back' to the first machine by subtracting a fictitious travel time assuming that this job j incurs no waiting time. This is visualized in Fig. 12 . Observe that the lines that trace back these arrivals do not correspond to batches that are actually scheduled and thus need not be spaced without overlap. Also note that a job may be traced back along a machine on which it need not be served in instance I . This completes the definition of instance I . Next, we describe how to extend a solution for the singlemachine instance I to a solution for the original instance I . In the solution for I , we schedule batches for the first machine at the same starting times and in the same direction as the batches in the solution for I . We then extend this solution to a synchronized solution as if assuming that each right-travelling batch contains a job travelling to the last machine. More formally, let T be the set of starting times of the right-travelling batches of the single machine in the solution to I . We schedule, for each machine i ∈ M in instance I and for each t ∈ T , a right-travelling batch starting at time t , with
Observe that since all machines have identical processing time, the separation property is satisfied and the constructed solution is feasible. Further observe that, by construction, the result is a synchronized schedule.
In the solution to I , we process each job in the first available right-travelling batch. Notice that a number of righttravelling batches may be empty. Indeed, since not all arrivals in I occur at the first machine, and since not all jobs in I travel to the last machine, right-travelling batches on a machine before a job's starting machine, or after a job's ending machine, may in fact remain empty. Clearly, we can simply remove these empty batches with no impact on the obtained solution.
This completes the description of the solution to I obtained by extending a solution to the single-machine instance I . Clearly, in any feasible solution to the singlemachine instance, all jobs are processed by the machine. The constructed solution to I is thus feasible. We now argue that the single-machine instance I is equivalent to the original instance I :
Lemma 1 A solution with a total waiting time of at most W for instance I exists if and only if a solution with a total waiting of at most W exists for the given instance I .
Proof ⇒ Consider a schedule with total waiting time W for the single-machine instance I , and the corresponding solution for instance I obtained by extending the singlemachine solution as described above. For each job in I , the waiting time incurred at the machine is equal to the waiting time incurred at the corresponding job's starting position in instance I . Indeed, this is trivial for all jobs arriving at the first machine, since both their time of arrival and the schedule of the first machine are identical in instances I and I . For all other jobs, it can be seen that the difference between the release time of a job j ∈ J and the corresponding job in I , is equal to the difference between a right-travelling batch starting on the first machine and a corresponding righttravelling batch of machine s j .
Thus, by construction, the total waiting time of a job in the solution for I is equal to the waiting time of the corresponding job in the solution for I . Since this holds for all jobs, it follows that the constructed solution for I has a total waiting time of exactly W .
⇐ Now consider a feasible solution F for instance I with a total waiting time of at most W . Let us first argue that there exists a synchronized schedule with a total waiting time of at most W . For each job j ∈ J , let t j be the starting time of the right-travelling batch of machine m * containing j. Next, we define r * j to be the latest possible time at which a job can enter a batch of machine s j so that it reaches machine m * at time t j , for j ∈ J . Due to the unavoidable total processing time and the travel time between machines s j and m * , we have:
Clearly, since solution F is feasible, we have r j ≤ r * j for all jobs j ∈ J . Further, we define C * j as the earliest possible time at which a job can leave its ending machine e j if it enters machine m * at time t j . Due to the unavoidable total processing time and the travel time between machines m * and e j , we have:
Consider the set of starting times of non-empty righttravelling batches of machine m * in solution F , and let us denote this set by T m * . We thus have T m * = {t j | j ∈ J }. Based on this set of starting times we now construct a solution F S by extending the batches scheduled on machine m * at times t j to a synchronized schedule for all machines i ∈ M, using the same procedure as illustrated in Fig. 13 . Notice that, since it may be the case that m * > 1, we extend the solution to machines on the left of machine m * as well as to the right of machine m * .
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Clearly, the solution F S that is thus constructed is synchronized. Furthermore, since the given solution F is feasible and since all machines are identical, the scheduled batches in F S do not overlap. Observe that, in F S , each job j ∈ J that is served by machine m * at time t j , is served by its arrival machine s j at time r * j . Since r * j ≥ r j for all jobs j ∈ J , the constructed solution F S is feasible. Finally observe that, in F S , each job j ∈ J that is served by machine m * at time t j , leaves its departure machine at time C * j . It follows that each job j ∈ J leaves its ending machine no later in solution F S than it does in solution F . Solution F S is thus a synchronized solution with a total waiting time equal to at most W .
By the construction of instance I , the waiting time incurred by a job j ∈ J in a synchronized solution for instance I is exactly equal to the waiting time incurred by the corresponding job in a solution for instance I . There thus exists a solution with a total waiting time of at most W for I .
From the lemma establishing the equivalence between an instance I and the corresponding instance I , it immediately follows that minimizing the total waiting time for instance I yields an optimum solution for the original instance I , proving the theorem.
We note that constructing the instance I , as well as extending the obtained solution for the single-machine instance to a solution for the original instance, can be achieved in polynomial time. To solve the single-machine instance, a O(n 2 ) dynamic programming algorithm described by Passchyn et al. (2016b) can be used. In fact, since the single-machine instances in the setting above are restricted to the uni-directional setting, a more efficient algorithm may also exist. Note that, since the only instance that must be solved throughout this procedure features only a single machine, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm does not depend on the number of machines.
Conclusion
In this work, we investigated the complexity of optimally scheduling a sequence of parallel batching machines with respect to the total waiting time. We showed that this problem is strongly NP-hard, both in the special case with two identical machines in the uni-directional setting, as well as in the special case with identical machines, identical job speed, in the bidirectional setting. Additionally, we introduced the notion of a synchronized solution, we identified two special cases for which every instance has an optimum solution which is synchronized, and we showed how to find these solutions in polynomial time.
We observe that the complexity of scheduling parallel batching machines in sequence is not fully characterized for all special cases. In order to close the gap between computationally easy and computationally hard problems, it may be interesting to investigate the complexity of the setting with identical machines, identical job speed, and uni-directional travel. Note that this case, where jobs may arrive and depart at arbitrary positions, separates the settings for which we obtained results in Sects. 2 and 4. Another problem setting that remains open is whether the bidirectional setting with identical machines, identical job speed, and a common machine, can be solved in polynomial time. Further, it may also be interesting to investigate whether SPBM with identical job speed can be solved in polynomial time for a fixed number of machines, for example by means of dynamic programming. Finally, motivated by the application in lock scheduling, it is interesting to consider a more sophisticated way of dealing with the capacity of the machines. It is conceivable to consider a problem where the jobs are partitioned into different (size-)classes and where the capacity of a machine is described in terms of numbers of jobs of each class that can jointly be processed.
A Uni-directional traffic: proof of Theorem 1
Here, we provide a proof of Theorem 1, i.e. we show that problem SPBM is strongly NP-hard, even in the unidirectional setting with two identical machines and where each job must be processed by both machines. The proof is inspired by a hardness proof by Disser et al. (2015) for a problem featuring bidirectional traffic along a path where a limited number of spots are available to allow overtaking and crossing of traffic.
We start our reduction from MAX CUT, which consists of answering the following question: given a graph G = (V , E), does there exist a cut consisting of at least K edges? This problem is shown to be NP-hard, see Garey et al. (1976) . Notice that we consider the unweighted case, sometimes referred to as SIMPLE MAX CUT.
For a given instance of MAX CUT, we describe a corresponding instance of the decision version of SPBM. We will then argue that solving dec-SPBM for this instance corresponds to deciding the question of MAX CUT. We first turn G into a directed graph by choosing some ordering of the vertices in V , and next orienting every edge from the vertex with smaller index to the vertex with larger index.
The instance I of dec-SPBM is as follows. There are two identical machines, called machine 1 and machine 2 from left to right. Both machines have unit processing times (i.e. T 1 = T 2 = 1), the capacity of each machine is infinite (i.e. B 1 = B 2 = ∞), and the distance between the two machines is equal to 1 (i.e. x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 1). The set of jobs J consists of a total of n = 2|V ||E| + 2|V | + 2|E| jobs. All jobs are right-travelling and must be processed by both machines, i.e. s j = 1 and e j = 2 for all j ∈ J . For ease of exposition, we distinguish two types of jobs: vertex jobs and edge jobs. Note that the speed of the jobs need not be identical, as will be described in what follows.
We now specify the release times r j for each job j ∈ J . Recall that we have imposed an arbitrary order on V : let V = {1, . . . , |V |}. For each vertex v ∈ V , we have |E| + 1 vertex jobs arriving at time 5(v − 1) and |E| + 1 vertex jobs arriving at time 5(v − 1) + 1. We thus have a total of 2|V |(|E| + 1) vertex jobs. For each vertex v ∈ V , we say that the time interval [5(v − 1), 5v) on the first machine is the period corresponding to vertex v on the first machine, and the time interval [5|V | + 5(v − 1), 5|V | + 5|V |) is the period corresponding to vertex v on the second machine. The speed of each vertex job equals 1 /(5|V |−1), i.e. each vertex job needs 5|V | − 1 time units to travel the distance between the two machines.
In addition, there are two edge jobs for each (v i , v j ) ∈ E: one job arriving at time 5(v i −1), and one job arriving at time 5(v i − 1) + 1. We will refer to these arrivals as the first job and second job corresponding to edge (v i , v j ), respectively. Clearly, we have 2|E| edge jobs in total. The speed of the first job corresponding to edge
while the speed of the second job equals 1 /(5(
The question is: does there exist a solution with total waiting time of at most W ≡ |V ||E| + |V | + 3|E| − 2K ? This completes the description of the instance of dec-SPBM. An overview of the constructed instance of dec-SLS is shown in Fig. 14. A detailed illustration of the vertex jobs and edge jobs follows in the remainder of this section.
Before we argue the equivalence between a yes-instance of MAX CUT and a yes-instance of dec-SPBM, let us first explicitly describe two particular ways of serving the jobs arriving in a given period. Figure 15 illustrates two possible ways of serving the jobs arriving in a period corresponding to some vertex v on the first machine.
In the first option, all jobs arriving at time 5(v − 1) constitute a batch, and start being processed immediately. At time 5(v − 1) + 1, machine 1 has finished processing these jobs,
Machine 1 Notice that the latter jobs incur 1 unit of waiting time. We refer to this way of serving the jobs in this period as option 1. A second way to serve the jobs corresponding to vertex v on the first machine is for all of these jobs to constitute a single batch, and start processing at time 5(v − 1) + 1. In this case, notice that the jobs arriving at time 5(v − 1) incur 1 unit of waiting time. We refer to this way of serving the jobs that arrive in this period as option 2. Given these two options for serving the arrivals at machine 1, we can define two similar options for each period on machine 2. Let option 1 on the second machine consist of right-travelling batches starting at times 5|V | + 5(v − 1) and 5|V |+5(v−1)+2; let option 2 on the second machine consist of right-travelling batches starting at times 5|V |+5(v−1)+1 and 5|V | + 5(v − 1) + 3.
Notice that, on either machine, options in different periods are independent of each other since there is enough time to ensure that the separation property is satisfied across periods, regardless of which option is chosen for the different periods. For example, selecting option 1 in the period [5, 10) does not prevent us from selecting either option 1 or option 2 in the periods [0, 5) or [10, 15) .
We now argue the equivalence between a yes-instance of MAX CUT, and a yes-instance of dec-SPBM. Suppose that there exists a cut in the graph G with at least K edges; let the corresponding partition of the node-set V be indicated by V 1 and V 2 . We build the following solution for the instance of dec-SPBM. If vertex v ∈ V 1 , we use option 1 for the two periods corresponding to vertex v; if vertex v ∈ V 2 , we use option 2 for the two periods corresponding to vertex v. We claim that a solution with total waiting time bounded by W then arises by (i) scheduling each job arriving at the first machine in the first possible batch; next, (ii) having each job immediately travel to the second machine after leaving the first machine; and finally (iii) scheduling in the first possible batch of the second machine.
We first revisit the vertex jobs. Observe that in each period on machine 1, no matter whether option 1 or option 2 is used, one half of the arriving vertex jobs in that period has no waiting time and the other half incurs a waiting time of 1 time unit. This accounts for a total waiting time of |V |(|E| + 1) for the vertex jobs at the first machine. Recall that these jobs require a travel time of 5|V |−1 in between the two machines. Suppose that option 1 is selected for the period corresponding to v on machine 1. This means that at time 5(v − 1) + 1 and at time 5(v − 1) + 3, there are |E| + 1 vertex jobs leaving machine 1 and travelling towards machine 2. It follows that these jobs are available for processing on machine 2 at times 5|V |+5(v−1) and 5|V |+5(v−1)+2, respectively. Observe that this period on machine 2 also corresponds to vertex v and hence uses option 1. Thus, these jobs do not incur any waiting time at machine 2. In the case that v ∈ V 1 , we thus have a waiting time of |E| + 1 for the vertex jobs corresponding to v. In the case that v ∈ V 2 , a similar argument can be made. Indeed, the |E| + 1 jobs arriving at time 5(v − 1) then each incur a waiting time of 1 time unit at the first machine; all vertex jobs arriving in the period corresponding to v leave the first machine at time 5(v − 1) + 2 and are available for processing on the second machine at time 5|V |+5(v−1)+1. Since option 2 was selected for this period, these jobs do not incur any additional waiting time at machine 2. It follows that the total waiting time due to vertex jobs equals |V |(|E| + 1). An illustration of this construction is provided in Fig. 16 .
We now look at the edge jobs. Consider an edge
Recall that the first job corresponding to this edge requires a travel time of 5(|V | + v j − v i ), and the second job requires a travel time of 5(|V | + v j − v i ) − 2. For convenience, let t i = 5(v i − 1) and t j = 5|V | + 5(v j − 1), so that t i and t j are the starting time of the period corresponding to v i on machine 1 and the starting time of the period corresponding to v j on machine 2, respectively. We now have the following four cases to consider, illustrated graphically in Fig. 17 .
-Case 1: option 1 is used for the period corresponding to v i on machine 1 and option 1 is used for the period corresponding to v j on machine 2. Then, the first job is processed by machine 1 at its release time t i , leaves machine 1 at t i +1, and due to its speed, arrives at machine 2 at time t j + 1, where it has to wait 1 time unit in order to be processed. The second job waits 1 time unit in front of machine 1, leaves machine 1 at t i + 3, and arrives at machine 2 at time t j + 1. Hence, the second job also has to wait 1 time unit in front of machine 2. The total waiting time for these two jobs in this case equals 3 time units. -Case 2: option 1 is used for period v i on machine 1 and option 2 is used for period v j on machine 2. Then, the first job leaves machine 1 at t i + 1 and arrives at machine 2 at time t j +1. The second job incurs one unit of waiting time at machine 1, leaves machine 1 at time t i + 3, and arrives at machine 2 also at time t j + 1. Hence, neither job incurs any additional waiting time at machine 2; the total waiting time for these two jobs in this case equals 1 time unit. -Case 3: option 2 is used for period v i on machine 1, and option 1 is used for period v j on machine 2. Then, both the first and second job are processed by machine 1 at time t i + 1 and leave machine 1 at t i + 2. Due to their speeds, the first job arrives at machine 2 at time t j + 2, while the second job arrives at machine 2 at time t j . It follows that neither job incurs any additional waiting time at machine 2; the total waiting time for these two jobs in this case equals 1 time unit. -Case 4: option 2 is used for period v i on machine 1, and option 2 is used for period v j on machine 2. Then, both the first and second job are processed by machine 1 at time t i + 1 and leave machine 1 at t i + 2. Due to their speeds, the first job arrives at machine 2 at time t j + 2, while the second job arrives at machine 2 at time t j . Both jobs incur an additional waiting time of 1 time unit. The total waiting time for these two jobs in this case equals 3 time units.
We conclude this case analysis by observing that if the same option is selected for a period v i on machine 1 and a period v j on machine 2 that correspond to an edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E, there is a waiting time of 3 time units corresponding to this edge. If the two selected options for the periods corresponding to this edge differ, there is a waiting time of 1 time unit.
Since the cut in G contains K edges, we infer that the edge jobs have a total waiting time of K +3(|E|−K ) = 3|E|−2K . Indeed, observe that if edge (v i , v j ) is in the cut, i.e. if v i ∈ V 1 and v j ∈ V 2 , the two options used for periods v i and v j differ, resulting in a waiting time of 1 corresponding to this edge; otherwise, there is a waiting time of 3. Hence, the total waiting time for all jobs equals |V |(|E| + 1) + 3|E| − 2K = W . A yes-instance of MAX CUT thus gives rise to a yesinstance of dec-SPBM.
Consider now a solution to the instance of SPBM with a total waiting time of at most W . First, we argue that we can assume that such a solution is so-called sensible. We say that a solution to dec-SPBM is sensible if -Condition 1: each job enters the first right-travelling batch that occurs at or after its arrival at a machine, -Condition 2: in each period on machine 1 and on machine 2, either option 1 or option 2 is used.
We argue that we can restrict ourselves to sensible solutions only.
Lemma 2 For any feasible solution to SLS with total waiting time W , there exists a sensible solution to SLS with total waiting time at most W .
Proof It is easily argued that Condition 1 can be enforced without increasing the total waiting time. Indeed, given any solution that does not satisfy Condition 1, it is obvious that each job for which an earlier batch assignment is available can be immediately reassigned to that earlier batch; this does not increase the total waiting time. We note that an equivalent statement also holds when the capacity of each machine is bounded: each job then enters the first non-full batch starting at or after its arrival at a machine. To see that Condition 2 can be guaranteed, observe that there exists an optimal solution where each batch of a machine either (i) starts at a moment in time where some job that is served by the batch arrives at this machine, or (ii) starts immediately upon the completion time of a preceding batch of this machine. If neither is the case, it is easily seen that such a batch can start earlier in time, which cannot increase the total waiting time. Consider now a period on the first machine, corresponding to some vertex v. It follows that we can restrict ourselves to solutions where the first right-travelling batch starts at time 5(v − 1) or at time 5(v − 1) + 1. This corresponds to either option 1 or option 2.
As a result, on the second machine, jobs arrive only at times t, t + 1, or t + 2, where t denotes the starting time of a period corresponding to some vertex v ∈ V . Thus, the same argument can be repeated to see that selecting either option 1 or option 2 yields minimum waiting time for any given period on the second machine. Since this holds independently for each period on each machine, the claim follows.
We may now assume that the given solution for dec-SPBM is a sensible solution with a total waiting time bounded by W . Let us argue that the instance of MAX CUT is then a yes-instance. Since our solution for dec-SPBM is a sensible solution, it follows that in each period either option 1 or option 2 is used. We again consider the waiting time of the two types of jobs. For each vertex v ∈ V , observe that there are 2(|E|+1) vertex jobs arriving in the period corresponding to v on the first machine. These jobs incur a total waiting time of |E|+1 if both periods corresponding to v use the same option, and a total waiting time of 3(|E| + 1) if the two periods use different options. For the edge jobs, recall that the two jobs corresponding to an edge (v i , v j ) incur a total waiting time of 1 if different options are used for the period corresponding to v i on the first machine and the period corresponding to v j on the second machine; if the same option is used for these periods, the total waiting time equals 3 time units. Observe that, since there are |E| edges and |V | periods where vertex jobs arrive, a total waiting time of |V |(|E| + 1) + |E| cannot be avoided.
We claim that the two periods corresponding to any given vertex v ∈ V must use the same option. We argue by contradiction. Recall that the total waiting time must equal at least |V |(|E| + 1) + |E| and that an additional waiting time of 2(|E| + 1) is incurred for every vertex v for which the two corresponding periods are scheduled with different options. Assume that there is a single vertex for which this is the case. It follows that the total waiting time is then at least |V |(|E|+1)+|E|+(2|E|+1) > |V ||E|+|V |+3|E|−2K = W . This contradicts that our solution for dec-SPBM has a waiting time of at most W . It follows that for each vertex v ∈ V , the two corresponding periods are scheduled using the same option. We can conclude that in any sensible schedule with a total waiting time no greater than W , the total waiting time equals |V |(|E| + 1) + |E| plus an additional waiting time of 2 time units for every edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E (with v i < v j ) where the periods corresponding to v i are scheduled in the same state as the periods corresponding to v j .
Finally, we construct a solution to MAX CUT by assigning a vertex v to V 1 (V 2 ) if option 1 (option 2) is used for the two periods corresponding to vertex v. Then, since the solution to dec-SPBM has a total waiting time no greater than W = |V ||E| + |V | + |E| + 2(|E| − K ), it follows that there are at least K pairs of vertices (v i , v j ) such that the period corresponding to v i on machine 1 is scheduled with a different option than the period corresponding to v j on machine 2. Indeed, if only K − 1 pairs use different options, the total waiting time equals at least |V ||E|+|V |+(K −1)+3(|E|− (K − 1)) = |V ||E| + |V | + 3|E| − 2K + 2. By construc-tion, there are thus at least K pairs of vertices v i and v j with (v i , v j ) ∈ E such that exactly one of these vertices is in V 1 and the other is in V 2 . Thus, there are at least K edges in the resulting cut in G. A yes-instance of dec-SPBM thus gives rise to a yes-instance of MAX CUT, which completes our reduction.
As a remark, we note that the construction of this reduction can be modified so that each machine has unit capacity and all arrivals occur at distinct times. This can be achieved by extending the length of each period corresponding to a vertex and spreading all simultaneous arrivals out over time. Notice that Lemma 2 also holds in this more general setting. We omit a formal description of this proof. As a corollary, it then follows that SPBM is strongly NP-hard for each fixed B i .
B Jobs with equal speed: proof of Theorem 2
We provide a proof for Theorem 2, i.e. we show that SPBM is strongly NP-hard even in the setting with identical machines and where the speed of all jobs is the same. Note that in the reduction outlined below, jobs travel in both directions. A crucial difference with the reduction provided in 'Appendix A' is that, here, the number of machines is not bounded by a constant. Furthermore, jobs need not be served by each of the machines: we specify a starting machine s j and an ending machine e j for all jobs j ∈ J .
The general outline of the reduction is inspired by a reduction for a problem involving bidirectional traffic on a path, described by Disser et al. (2015) . This setting, however, does not correspond exactly to the machine scheduling setting, as mentioned in Sect. 1.1. The wording and presentation of the proof in this section also resemble the proof of Theorem 1.
We again start our reduction from MAX CUT; recall that an instance of MAX CUT consists of a graph G = (V , E) and a non-negative integer K . To aid the exposition of the reduction, we first provide a general overview of the reduction before describing all details. The total number of machines in the instance of SPBM is not bounded by a constant, although we argue below that this number is bounded by O(|E|). On the machines, we describe periods that correspond to the vertices in the instance of MAX CUT. A crucial part of the construction is that, on each machine that contains these periods, the order of the vertices corresponding to the periods is permuted. Similar to the argument in 'Appendix A', we first show that there are only two sensible scheduling options for each period; the option that is chosen in a given period reflects the assigned partition in the corresponding instance of MAX CUT. Figure 18 illustrates a simplified overview of the fundamental part of the construction: a set of periods on a sequence of machines that represents the existence of an edge. In the figure, this is shown for an edge (v 1 , v 4 ) . Each square in
Machine 1 (left) Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4
(right) Fig. 18 Illustration of the construction for an edge (v 1 , v 4 ). Only the odd-numbered machines are shown. Each box represents a period corresponding to a vertex. Dashed lines connect periods corresponding to the same vertex on the same time interval; waved lines connect adjacent periods for which the corresponding vertex is interchanged; dotted line models the existence of an edge between diagonally adjacent periods the figure represents a period on one of the machines; each period corresponds to a vertex. We say that two periods are adjacent if they occupy consecutive time intervals on the same machine. We say that two periods are diagonally adjacent if they occupy consecutive time intervals on two consecutive odd-numbered machines. Note that in Fig. 18 , only the odd-numbered machines are shown. The role of the even-numbered machines will be specified in the detailed description of the construction. The main components of the construction are (1) sets of jobs, represented in the figure by dashed lines, which ensure that two periods occupying the same time interval on different machines correspond to the same vertex, (2) sets of jobs, represented in the figure by waved lines, which ensure that the vertices to which two adjacent periods correspond are interchanged from one machine to the next, and (3) sets of jobs, represented in the figure by dotted lines, which correspond to the existence of an edge between the vertices corresponding to two diagonally adjacent periods. In what follows we argue that the constructed instance of SPBM corresponds to a given instance of MAX CUT and provide a detailed description of these three components.
To define the set of jobs in the SPBM instance, we distinguish jobs of different types. All jobs travel at unit speed, i.e. each job traverses one unit of distance per unit of time. The two types of jobs are:
1. jobs of type 1, arriving on the left side of a specified machine i and travelling towards the right side of this machine i. Each type 1 job thus only requires processing on a single machine. We have s j = e j = i and j ∈ R for all jobs j of type 1. 2. jobs of type 2, arriving at a specified machine i; each job of this type may be right-travelling or left-travelling, and requires processing by three machines. For a job j ∈ J of type 2, we thus have either s j = i, e j = i + 2 and j ∈ R, or s j = i, e j = i − 2 and j ∈ L. In what follows, the travel direction and characteristics will be distinguished as needed.
To construct an instance of dec-SPBM, we use an algorithmic description. This algorithm runs a procedure for each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E where v i < v j . We initialize by specifying the first machine and next we use the procedure described below. Each odd-numbered machine in the instance has n periods, each corresponding to a vertex in V . A period consists of a time interval on a machine i; the p'th period spans a time interval [24( p − 1), 24 p). For convenience, we define t p = 24( p − 1), which equals the starting time of the p'th period on each of the machines. Note that, as illustrated in Fig. 18 , the p'th period on a machine i does not necessarily correspond to the vertex v p , and the order in which periods correspond to vertices need not be the same on different machines. The processing time equals T i = 2 and the distances between machines satisfy x i+1 − x i = 6 for all machines i in the instance. The machines in M remain ordered from left to right, i.e. as new machines are added to M throughout the procedure, they are added to the right of the existing machines.
Initialization
We start with a single machine: M = {1}. At this machine 1 we have, for each vertex v ∈ V , |E| + 1 arrivals of type 1 at each of the times 24(v −1), 24(v −1)+2, …, 24(v −1)+18.
We define the p'th period on machine 1, i.e. the period on the interval [24( p − 1), 24 p), to be the period corresponding to vertex p, for all p ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}. For convenience, we also define the value m * = 1, representing the last machine in M at each step in the construction procedure where new machines are added to M. Figure 19 illustrates the arrivals of type 1 in such a period.
As in 'Appendix A', we first highlight two possible ways to schedule a machine to serve the arrivals that arrive within a period on some machine. Let t be the starting time of the period. Option 1 consists of scheduling a series of consecutive batch operations starting with a right-travelling batch at time t and ending with a right-travelling batch that starts at time t +20; option 2 consists of scheduling a series of consecutive batch operations starting with a right-travelling batch at time t + 2 and ending with a right-travelling batch that starts at time t + 18. Observe that if either of these options is used, the jobs of type 1 incur a total waiting time of 10(|E| + 1). Also notice that options in different periods are independent of each other since there is enough time to ensure that the separation property is satisfied across periods, regardless of which option is chosen for the different periods. For example, selecting option 1 in the period [24, 48) does not prevent us from selecting either option 1 or option 2 in the periods [0, 24) or [48, 72) .
For each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E, we now describe a procedure that specifies a set of machines, and arrivals at these machines, to be added to the partial instance. This procedure is run for each edge once, and after the final edge the instance is complete.
Procedure repeated for each edge
Consider some edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E with v i < v j . Let i and j be the periods corresponding to v i and v j on machine m * , respectively. We assume that t i < t j ; if this does not hold, we simply swap i and j below. The procedure is as follows. This concludes the formal description of an instance of SPBM corresponding to a given instance of MAX CUT. Figure 18 shows the structure of an example where the procedure is applied for an edge (v 1 , v 4 ) . In the figure, release times of jobs and the even-numbered machines are not shown. Upon completing the construction of this instance, let N 1 , N 2a , and N 2b equal the total number of jobs of type 1, type 2a, and type 2b, respectively. Note that both the total number of jobs and the number of machines are polynomial in the size of the original instance G. Indeed, for each edge in E, at most |V | interchange operations are performed: we extend the construction with O(|V |) machines for each edge. On each machine, at most O(|V ||E|) jobs are added. The total number of machines is thus bounded by O(|V ||E|); the total number of jobs is bounded by O(|V | 2 |E| 2 ). The decision question to be answered in the corresponding instance of dec-SPBM is the following. 'Does there exist a solution with a total waiting time of at most
Correspondence of MAX CUT to dec-SPBM
We first state the foundations of the argument which shows the correspondence between the given instance of MAX CUT and the constructed instance of dec-SPBM. Notice that, on each odd-numbered machine, we have a period corresponding to each vertex. We will argue that we can restrict ourselves to solutions of SPBM where all periods are scheduled using either option 1 or option 2 and, moreover, all periods corresponding to the same vertex are scheduled using the same option. The selected option then indicates one of two possible partitions of V to which a vertex is assigned, thus defining a cut in the given graph G. We now proceed by providing a detailed overview of the different arrivals added throughout the construction, and the waiting time incurred by these arrivals depending on the chosen option for the different periods. Figure 19 gives a detailed representation of a period [24(v − 1), 24v) on some machine, corresponding to some vertex. Recall that, in each such period, we have 10(|E| + 1) arrivals of type 1 and that, if either option 1 or option 2 is used in this period, the total waiting time incurred by these jobs equals 10(|E| + 1).
Step 1(d) adds jobs of type 2a, corresponding to the waved lines in Fig. 18 ; these arrivals are added where the vertex-period correspondence of two adjacent periods is interchanged from some machine m * to machine m * + 2. A detailed representation depicting all arrivals in the corresponding periods is shown in Fig. 20 . Observe that if either option 1 or option 2 is chosen for each period, although jobs travelling in opposite direction cross in between machines m * and m * + 1, no batches overlap regardless of the chosen option for the periods. Further observe that, if the same option is chosen for the two periods corresponding to v i , a total waiting time of 2(|E|+1) is incurred by the 2(|E|+1) jobs of type 2a arriving on machine m * ; similarly, if the same option is chosen for the two periods corresponding to v k , a total waiting time of 2(|E|+1) is incurred by the 2(|E|+1) jobs of type 2a arriving on machine m * + 2. If different options are used for either the two periods corresponding to v i (respectively, v k ), the total waiting time for the jobs of type 2a arriving on machine m * (respectively, m * + 2) equals at least 6(|E| + 1).
Step 1(e) and step 3 add jobs of type 2b, corresponding to the dashed lines in Fig. 18 ; these jobs travel between a period on a machine m * and a period on machine m * + 2 that occupy the same time interval and correspond to the same vertex. Figure 21 shows a detailed representation depicting all arrivals in the corresponding periods. Observe that if the same option is chosen for the two periods corresponding to v k , a total waiting time of 2(|E| + 1) is incurred by the jobs of type 2b; if different options are used for the two periods, the waiting time equals at least 6(|E| + 1).
Step 4 adds jobs of type 2c, corresponding to the dotted lines in Fig. 18 . A detailed representation of this construction is shown in Fig. 22 . Observe that if two different options are used for the periods corresponding to v i and v j on machine m * and m * + 2, the jobs of type 2c incur a total waiting time of at least 6 time units. In contrast, if the same option is used for both periods, the total waiting time for the jobs of type 2c equals at least 10 time units. Also notice that on the even-numbered machine m * + 1, in order to achieve this waiting time, a right-travelling batch must be scheduled at times t i + 21 and t i + 25 if option 1 is selected for the period corresponding to v i , and a right-travelling batch must be scheduled at time t i + 23 if option 2 is selected for the period corresponding to v i . The arrivals of type 1 on the intermediate machine then incur a total waiting time of 2(|E|+1). Note that whenever these arrivals of type 2c are added to a period, this period also has arrivals of type 2b as described by step 5 of the construction. There is, however, no overlap in the trajectory of the jobs of types 2b and 2c, nor is there We are now ready to argue that a cut in graph G containing at least K edges exists if and only if a solution exists for the instance of dec-SPBM with a waiting time of at most W .
⇒ Assume that there exists a cut in G that contains at least K edges; the corresponding partition of the vertices is indicated by V 1 and V 2 . We build the following solution for the instance of dec-SPBM. If vertex v ∈ V 1 , then we use option 1 for all periods corresponding to vertex v; if vertex v ∈ V 2 , then we use option 2 for all periods corresponding to vertex v; each job enters the first available batch corresponding to its direction of travel, and the batches for all even-numbered machines are scheduled such that jobs of type 2c incur a waiting time of 1 time unit at these machines, as illustrated in Fig. 22 . We claim that the resulting waiting time of all jobs is bounded by W .
We first identify the total waiting time for the jobs of types 1, 2a, and 2b. Recall that either option 1 or option 2 is chosen for each period in the instance.
-The total waiting time for jobs of type 1 equals the total number of type 1 arrivals. Indeed, arrivals of type 1 arrive either (i) in a period corresponding to a vertex (Fig. 19) , or (ii) on an even-numbered machine where two adjacent periods are connected to model an edge in E (Fig. 22) . In both of these cases, the total waiting time incurred by type 1 jobs equals the number of type 1 arrivals. -The total waiting time for jobs of type 2a equals the total number of type 2a arrivals. Indeed, arrivals of type 2a are added only where two periods occupy the same time interval and correspond to the same vertex (Fig. 21) . As a result, the same option is chosen for these two periods, and the total waiting time incurred by type 2a jobs equals the number of type 2a arrivals. -The total waiting time for jobs of type 2b equals the total number of type 2b arrivals. Indeed, arrivals of type 2b
are added only where the vertices to which two periods correspond on a machine m * are interchanged on machine m * + 2 (Fig. 20) . As a result, the same option is chosen for each pair of periods corresponding to the same vertex, and the total waiting time incurred by type 2b jobs equals the number of type 2b arrivals.
For these jobs, this yields a total waiting time of N 1 + N 2a + N 2b . Now consider the jobs of type 2c. Observe that for each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E, there are exactly two jobs of type 2c. If edge (v i , v j ) is in the cut, i.e. if v i ∈ V 1 and v j ∈ V 2 or vice versa, the options used for periods v i and v j differ on the machines traversed by these jobs. This results in a waiting time of 6 corresponding to this edge; otherwise, there is a waiting time of 10. Since there exists a cut of K edges, we thus obtain a total waiting time of 6K + 10(|E| − K ) = 10|E| − 4K for the jobs of type 2c. The total waiting time for the corresponding solution of SLS equals N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 10|E| − 4K = W . A yes-instance of MAX CUT thus gives rise to a yes-instance of dec-SPBM.
⇐ Consider now a solution to an instance of SLS with a total waiting time of at most W . First, we argue that we can assume that such a solution is so-called sensible. We say that a solution is sensible if: -Condition 1: after arriving at a machine, each job enters the first available batch corresponding to its direction of travel, -Condition 2: in each period corresponding to a vertex, either option 1 or option 2 is used, -Condition 3: each even-numbered machine is scheduled such that jobs of type 2c traversing that machine incur a waiting time of 1.
We argue that we can restrict ourselves to considering sensible solutions only.
Lemma 3 For any feasible solution to SPBM with waiting time W , there exists a sensible solution to SPBM with waiting time at most W .
Proof Notice that Conditions 1 and 2 are identical to the definition a sensible solution used in Lemma 2 in the context of jobs with arbitrary speed. The argument that these conditions can be guaranteed, without increasing the total waiting time of a solution, can be repeated from the proof of Lemma 2.
To see that Condition 3 can be enforced without increasing the total waiting time, we again make use of the fact that there is an optimum solution where, for each machine m * , each batch operation starts at a point in time where a job arrives at m * or follows immediately upon the completion of an earlier batch operation of that machine m * . It is then clear that for the corresponding time t i in the step in the construction where jobs of type 2c are added, visualized in Fig. 22 , the type 1 jobs that arrive at the even-numbered machine m * + 1 can be served either by (i) a right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 20 and a right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 24, (ii) a right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 21 and a right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 25, (iii) a single right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 22, or (iv) a single right-travelling batch starting at time t i + 23. Observe that the schedule of the even-numbered machine only determines the total waiting time of jobs of type 1 arriving on the machine and the total waiting time of jobs of type 2c. It can be seen that if option 1 is selected for the period corresponding to v i , case (i) or (ii) must hold in any optimum solution; if option 2 is selected, case (iii) or (iv) must hold in any optimum solution. If case (i) or (iii) holds, it is not difficult to see that, by selecting option (ii) or (iv), respectively, the total waiting time for jobs of type 1 reduces by 2(|E| + 1) time units, whereas it increases for the jobs of type 2c by at most 6 time units. Clearly we may assume |E| ≥ 2 since instances with |E| = 1 are trivial to solve. Case (ii) or case (iv) above must then hold in any optimum schedule; it follows that all jobs of type 2c then incur a single unit of waiting time at an even-numbered machine.
We may thus assume that the given solution for SPBM is a sensible solution with a total waiting time bounded by W . We argue that the instance of MAX CUT is then a yesinstance. We first claim that all periods corresponding to any given vertex v ∈ V must use the same option. We argue by contradiction. Recall that the total waiting time in any sensible schedule equals at least N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 6|E| and that an additional waiting time of 4(|E| + 1) is incurred for every vertex v for which two corresponding periods are scheduled with different options. Assume that there is a single vertex for which this is the case. It follows that the total waiting time must be equal to at least N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 10|E| + 4 > N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 10|E| − 4K = W . This contradicts the fact that our solution for dec-SPBM has a waiting time of at most W . Thus, all periods corresponding to some vertex v ∈ V are scheduled using the same option. For any sensible schedule with a total waiting time no greater than W , it then follows that we have a solution where the total waiting time consists of: Given a solution to SPBM with a total waiting time of at most W = N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 10|E| − 4K , we construct a solution to MAX CUT by assigning a vertex v to V 1 (respectively, V 2 ) if option 1 (option 2) is used for the periods corresponding to vertex v. It follows that there are at least K pairs of vertices (v i , v j ) such that the periods corresponding to v i are scheduled with a different option than the periods corresponding to v j . Indeed, if at most K − 1 pairs use different options, the total waiting time must equal at least N 1 + N 2a + N 2b + 6(K − 1) + 10(|E| − (K − 1)) > W . By construction, there are thus at least K pairs of vertices v i and v j with v i < v j and (v i , v j ) ∈ E such that exactly one of these vertices is in V 1 and the other is in V 2 . Thus, there are at least K edges in the resulting cut in G. A yes-instance of dec-SPBM thus gives rise to a yes-instance of MAX CUT, which completes our reduction.
We again remark that this construction, like the proof described in 'Appendix A', can be modified so that each machine has unit capacity and arrivals occur at distinct times. We omit a formal description for this modified setting.
